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and made those fear him who now only love him—if a party can love a man who they see is only connected to them by principles5.
In another light one may discover another littleness in his conduct: in the affairs of his office6 he is as minute and as full of application as if he were always to remain in the same post; and as exact and knowing as if he always had been in it. He is as attentive to the solicitation and interests of others in his province as if he were making their fortune not his own; and to the great detriment of the ministry, has turned one of the best sinecures under the government into one of the most laborious employments, at the same time imagining that the ease with which he executes it will prevent the discovery of his innovation. He receives all officers who address to him with as little pride as if he were not born their equal or inferior: yet this defect of birth is a blemish which some of the greatest men have wanted to make them completely great. Tully had it, had the happiness and glory of raising himself from a private condition, but boasting of it, might as well have been noble. A patrician's daughter would have degraded herself by marrying a man who usurped that privilege of nobility, pride of what one can neither cause nor prevent.
I say nothing of his integrity, because I know nothing of it, but that it has never been breathed upon even by suspicion ; it will be time enough to vindicate it when it has been impeached. He is as well-bred as those who colour over timidity with gentleness of manners, and as bravely sincere as those who take or would have brutality taken for honesty; but tho' his greatest freedom is polite, his greatest condescension is dignified with spirit, and he can no more
5 After 'by principles' Walpole	wrote 'not by prejudices.'
originally added   'not   by choice,'	« He was Secretary at War, 1746-
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